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I generally have one travel rule when going overseas...
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I must visit at least one new country if I make the whole trek across the pond. I managed to do
that in 2008 to visit Greece, in 2010, I checked Hungary and the Czech Republic off the list. For
2012, Jill and I received American Airline miles from our parents so we could afford to attend
our first Travel Bloggers Unite  conference in Umbria. Since I have been to Italy twice before,
I wanted to make sure to visit that one other country. Portugal had been on my list for a long
time, but this seemed like the perfect time to finally visit.

What's usually the case when booking award tickets, the airports you want to land in aren't
available, so you have to get creative. Unfortunately, when it comes to available flights into
Lisbon from the States, there really aren't very many award options. We managed to use our
flights to get us to Madrid and from there we booked EasyJet flights into Lisbon and then onto
Rome for the conference.

On top of the free tickets from my parents, I ended up using some of my American Express
points to book a room for Jill , Amber and me at Hotel Jorge V , a quaint three star hotel
centered in the perfect part of town. 

Upon arriving at our hotel in Lisbon, I was pleasantly surprised from the very beginning and in
my short three day trip, I absolutely fell in love with this new-found country.

Below are my top reasons why I love Lisbon:

1. Fewer American Tourists 
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http://www.travelbloggersunite.com/
http://www.hoteljorgev.com/en/
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Yes, I am an American tourist , and yes, I have actively participated in a Globus Bus tour ofEurope with my Great Aunt Lu along with the rest of my family. We visited every must-seetourist destination in Europe when I was an awkward fourteen-year-old. It was great for what itwas, but nothing is worse than getting stuck around large groups of old people, especially whenyou're not a part of the group. So with that being said, Lisbon was pleasantly devoid of this. Onereason being, in theory, like many American students, I didn't know much about Lisbon andPortugal in general. Our World History books covered a lot of European history, but Lisbon wasglaringly missing from the text. In reality, this has turned out to be a good thing for some.Portugal is one of the last few frontiers of Western Europe when it comes to American tourism.And we all know that American tourism does not get the best rap when it comes to travelingabroad. Needless to say, we hardly saw those annoying hoards of group tours and we didn'tsee anyone carrying an umbrella or some obnoxious stick leading a crowd around. A win for us!2. Friendly People
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From our cab driver to random strangers on the street, the natives of Lisbon went above andbeyond any other European country in terms of hospitality. True, they are in a movement to gainmore tourism, but they are doing a wonderful job of making a great first impression to visitors.Both men and women went out of their way to help us if we seemed lost, or they were eager torecommend their favorite restaurant or bar.3. Vinho Verde
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I tasted my first sip of Portugal's famous "green" wine while I was in Florida at one of myfavorite restaurants, Seasons 52. The brand was Aveleda  and I immediately fell in love withthe subtle carbonation of this light table wine. I was more than excited to get to try it in thecountry it is produced, and I was not disappointed. What is even better about Portugal is that abottle at a restaurant was very reasonably priced. One upper-scale restaurant listed VinhoVerde as 12 Euro... a great deal anywhere! I was in cheap-wine heaven. 4. The Hills
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http://aveleda.portugalwines.org/aveleda-vinho-verde.php
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Lisbon is set on very steep terrain overlooking the mighty Tagus River that feeds into theAtlantic Ocean- a great setting for any city. Legend has it that Lisbon is built on seven hills, butthey are very hard to distinguish when you're in the midst of it all. The most important fact tonote is that there are MANY hills. If you're looking for exercise while walking, you've come to theright place. Because of its steep terrain, the views from the top are absolutely stunning. Think ofSan Francisco with a Portuguese accent.
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5. The Elevators, Funiculars and Street Cars
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Because of the glorious hills, Lisbon also offers creative options if you prefer not to scale theinclines on foot. Several streetcars take you to your lofty destination or try a few of the"elevators"  or lifts. A very popular lift, dating back to 1902, called the Santa Justa Elevator,ascends vertically in dramatic fashion over 145 feet from the Rua de Santa Justa in the Baixaarea of central Lisbon to the Chiado district.  Another option to try are the funiculars which started operating in 1885. The Elevador de Glorianear our accommodations, Hotel Jorge V , whisks patrons up a 30 degree incline to the top ofthe nearby hill of the Bairro Alto.All of the above services are controlled by Carris , which operates Lisbon's bus and tramservices.
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http://www.hoteljorgev.com/en/
http://www.carris.pt/en/home/
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6. Great Looking People

Cristiano Ronaldo is from Portugal, need I say more? We were lucky enough to see his faceplastered on several billboards and posters around town, since he is the face of a popularPortuguese bank called Banco Espirito Santo. Overall, the Portuguese people were just asbeautiful in my opinion as their Spanish neighbors. All the men were dressed in tailoreddesigner suits and the women were all very fashionable as well. I could get used to the peoplewatching! I guess it all makes sense since Brazilians are considered a beautiful culture as well.7. Rooftop Bars and Terraces
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Because of the grandiose hills I mentioned earlier, Lisbon's rooftop restaurant and bar scene isthriving. We were told the atmosphere during the summertime is happening, with many placesturning into day clubs with resident DJs. Too bad we were there too early in the spring toexperience this, so this means we HAVE to go back, darn it!8. Locals Speak Excellent English
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Although we tried to learn some basic Portuguese, we found it completely different than some ofthe Spanish and Italian we have picked up over the years. However, despite our lack of decentcommunication, we managed to find that most of the Portuguese people could speak very greatEnglish and assist us with anything we needed to know. 9. The Mediterranean Climate

Portugal is not technically on the Mediterranean, however, it shares similar traits to regions ofItaly and Spain, and is one of the warmest European countries. The feel of Lisbon is similar toBarcelona, with palm trees lining the streets and a lovely breeze coming off the water. Whatmade Lisbon more agreeable than Barcelona was their lack of shady street vendors lining theavenues.10. Street Mosaics

Also known as Portuguese Pavement , the sidewalks hugging most buildings and plazas arelaid out in various designs using Tessera stones. What can make an already interestingarchitectural city pop in photos, is adding in these artful designs at the foot of most monuments.This same pavement can be seen in Portuguese Colonies like Brazil and Macau. The onlydownfall to this material is that it can be somewhat slippery when wet. Combining that with thehills, it's better to take it slow when heading downhill. At least while you're taking a fall, you willfall in style!
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portuguese_pavement
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As you can tell, I am now Lisbon's number one fan. If you're planning a trip there, we found thePortuguese Tourism Office to be most helpful and interactive. You can speak to them easily onTwitter: 
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@VisitPortugal  or check out their website: www.VisitPortugal.comVisit Portugal also put us in contact with Vitor at the Lisbon Tourism Office , they couldn'thave been friendlier!
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https://twitter.com/#%21/visitportugal
http://www.visitportugal.com/Cultures/en-US/default.html
http://www.visitlisboa.com/

